
Tool for Assessing Program 
Effectiveness (TAPE):

Overview
Career and Technical Education Quality Review Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This presentation is designed to introduce you to any updates or changes to the TAPE review Tool or process for the 2023 – 24 school year
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Tool for 

Assessing 
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CLNA: Comprehensive Local 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, I want to take a moment to remind you thatTAPE is only ONE portion of the EQIP process, or one portion of the process we use for assuring quality instruction in Alabama.The other portions are:  Continued Compliance…where the CTE Director assures the TAPE standards are met each year	Compliance Monitoring – a system level quality review	the Local Program Application	The Comprehensive Local needs Assessment	and the eGAPThese last three are the responsibility of the CTE Director.But, we review what is important and CTE is important.We review CTE programs to assure quality instruction and the equity of instruction and facilities across the state.This is NOT designed to be a PASS/FAIL reviewIt is designed to assure we have equitable access for ALL students across the state of Alabama to QUALITY Career and Technical Education instruction and opportunities that are relevant to their needs.If areas are found that need improving, we work together to create and implement a plan to develop the program’s weak areas into strengths.____________________________________________PURPOSES:Evaluate the quality of CTE programs on an annual basis and align with local workforce demandsProvide technical assistance and training to CTE admins/teachers to ensure programs are of high quality



Student Success
Student Safety
Students prepared for 
their individualized next 
step:  Work and/or School

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every standard that we review has a purpose towards one of these three goals. We all HAVE to work together to make sure our students are successful, safe, and prepared for their next step.



 Updated TAPE Tool with increased clarity
 Professional development (ACTA/MEGA/ALACTE/LEA)
 Resources/Samples folder for TAPE evidence

 Schoology CTE TAPE Review Resources Group 
(teachers)

 Standing office hours for questions  (Aug – May) 
 Mondays, 1 – 1:30 pm CST

 Short descriptive videos of each QPI 
 TAPE Binder organizer and divider tabs (optional)

Contacts
Cognia Platform  

(CTE Directors Only)
 Vicky Smith: 

Vicky.smith@Cognia.org
 603.285.7028 
 931.994.7551

 TAPE Quality Program 
Indicators (QPIs) 
 Dana Stringer: 

dstringer@alsde.edu
 334.694.4755
 ALSDE ED Specialist

QR Code/Access Code to Schoology Groups & Office 
Hour link will be provided at the end of the presentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Resources which continue to be provided to assist in the preparation and understanding of the performance indicators:Increased clarity in the TAPE tool, your time should not be spent trying to interpret what it meansProfessional development everywhere we canSchoology Group for teachers with resources (QR code and access code is at the end of the presentation)Samples/templates, TAPE documents, TAPE schedules, ALSDE contact information, videosStanding office hours, pop in with questions as needed  (QR code to link is at end of the presentation)If this time is inconvenient, email or call me or your specialist at any timeShort information videos for each QPI for teachers in the Schoology GroupA content outline which may be used by teachers to organize their documentationTechnical assistance upon request,  use the contact information for Dana as seen to the right. Digital post review survey for the teachers and the CTE Directors so we can continue to improve as wellFor the CTE Directors there are Cognia instruction presentations with screenshotsSimple instructional pages for CTE Director responsibilities

mailto:Vicky.smith@Cognia.org
mailto:dstringer@alsde.edu


Group

23 24 folder

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows what the Schoology group will look like and how the TAPE folder will appear inside the group.I will not spend a lot of time on the samples and resources noted inside this presentation.  They will all be available to you through this Schoology Group.Again, A QR code and access code will be provided at the end of this presentation.If your LEA has created a documentation template for your system, use that form instead.



Avery 11168 
Dividers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you use binders, this is a sample of the binder organization tools provided.  Again, this is completely optional and you are free to make your own.If you use this one, it has a tab for each of the five sections, as well as tabs for the compliance monitoring schedule, your annual form 14-1s, and your completed TAPE review documents.Again, use is Optional.  Follow the recommendation of your CTE Director.



TAPE 
DOCUMENT 

FORMAT

Rationale

Quality Program 
Indicators (QPIs)

Expected Evidence

TAPE Document Format

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The TAPE Tool format has NOT changedThere are still 5 overall sectionsRationale remails at the top of each sectionThe middle is where the QPIs are identified for review  (level 1 needs improvement, level 2 meets standard)AND where the evidence is specifically spelled out



ALL updates for the 
upcoming year will 
be highlighted in 
yellow.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All updates will be highlighted in yellow.The Bottom section remains the EPIC, level 3, QPIs and are reviewed ONLY upon request by the CTE DirectorThese level three indicators will still be listed as goals for which to strive at the end of each section.The Cognia platform will remain the conduit for the desk audit and the documentation of the reviewsOkay, let’s move into the actual updates and changes for the upcoming year.Every attempt will be made to have the program area specialist review the corresponding programsTechnical assistance will be part of the process and corrections/additional are allowed as part of the reviewFor EPIC status, ALL bullets in EACH section must be met.The CTE Director must request an EPIC level review.



Only ONE update 
in this section!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Great news!  There’s only one update in the entire CTSO section!



QPIs 1.1 CTSOs 
Continue QPIs 1.1 CTSOs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1.1.G (updated:  Additional ways to provide evidence for 1.1G is the only change.  The QPI itself was not changed.)Some schools do not require formal lesson plans, or they do not call them lesson plans, and this verbiage has caused confusion.The QPI itself has NOT changed, but we have provided additional options for evidence, similar to those required in other QPIs.  ONE evidence choice will suffice. If it’s not the lesson plan example:It does need to indicate the course and content standard in order to show integration into instruction.A description so we understand the activity or competitive event.  Include the event guideline if a CE is used.And a dated picture of the activity.To provide some clarity, several example activities were given for each additional option that was added._______________________________________________________________



Most updates are 
in this section.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are several updates in this section, and two of them do alter the QPIs.The rest of fairly minor.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Changes:  In 2.1A, Embedded Science was added to the Anchor Assignment requirements.  One of my next slides will show you why.	AND, we have altered the way this QPI is evaluated.                  	The CTE Director will now be responsible for evaluation of the syllabus and will directly observe the instruction.  It is felt this standard has a much more thorough evaluation if the application of the assignment is observed, as described in the syllabus, and the CTE Director is in the best position to perform this evaluation.The ALSDE will only do spot checks through random audits.



Section of a welding syllabus below:
Anchor assignment (numeracy AND literacy):
Build a hunting stand:  research various types of stands and provide a written 
and statistical analysis to determine the best design.  Follow the design 
instructions, to build the hunting stand.  Provide evidence of the math used to 
determine the materials needed, with associated cost.  Label the stand 
blueprint with the math vocabulary for the formulas used to determine angles, 
etc.

Adding SCIENCE to the same assignment:
Have the student explain the science behind the particular welding process 
they will use in the construction of the stand.
 Example:  MIG (Metal Inert Gas) welding uses an energized wire feed to create 

the molten metal that fuses the pieces together.  An inert gas does not chemically 
react with other substances, which in turn creates a shield to keep impurities out 
of the weld.  CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) is commonly used in this process.

 Shows the SCIENCE and the SCIENCE VOCABULARY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use this slide to show them how easy it could be to add science to a pre-existing project.I used this slide last year when discussing the anchor assignments because it was a great example for both the literacy and numeracy integration in a pre-existing hunting stand project.Science has since been added as a QPI because our state is under an improvement plan for science.  I hope this will help demonstrate how simple it can be to add science to an EXISTING project…A welder sent me this suggestion for adding science to this project.  (READ the instruction “Have the student…”, He even provided a sample answer.)Notice we did not create a new project.  We didn’t start over.  We just added a component that allowed the student to recognize where the science was inside the project.We are not asking you to make up new projects.We are asking you to take some of the capstone projects you already have your students doing the last half of the semester, or the year, and pull out the core content pieces.Contact your program area specialist for program specific examples.  And don’t forget about those Plans of Instruction that are available to many of you.



This example was pulled from the “Fundamentals of Legal Services” POI

Possible Anchor Assignment:  Create a portfolio of work for real estate law

• Research and find at least 3 examples of each type of agreement/contract (reading)
• Evaluate pros and cons of each – provide synopsis of evaluation (writing)
• Draft an example of each type agreement/contract, include cost breakdowns 

(writing, math, math vocab)
• Determine reasonable client fees for services and defend (math, math vocabulary)
• Describe the client liability, with rationale, for one of the following using both legal 

and scientific terms: rats, black mold, asbestos, lead paint (science)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*If the new format POIs are relevant to your cluster, please lead your teachers to them if they need help creating anchor assignments.In the POIs, look for the Exemplar High Quality Unit Tasks to determine if these ideas could assist with anchor assignments relevant to your program area’s focus.For example:  The suggestions found in this unit from the Fundamentals of Legal Services POI could be used to create a portfolio of work for real estate law..Have the student research and find at least three examples of each type of agreement/contract.  	(reading for content)evaluate the pros and cons of each example – provide a synopsis of evaluation		(writing in program area)You can even require that one be obtained through an interview with a local law firm.		(communication skills and exposure to local workforce)Draft an example of EACH agreement/contract				(writing in program area)Each example should include cost breakdowns 				(math and math vocab related to program area)(down payment, late fees, interest, management fees, taxes, etc.)Determine a reasonable fee to charge the client for services and provide a breakdown of the fee(how long did it take, what are your liabilities, what was the knowledge based needed)	(math and math vocab related to program area)Bonus:  WBL opportunities to cover section 5 hereHave representatives for local law firms or legal consultants from apartment complexes visit the class and review the students’ agreements/contacts for formative assessmentsAND/OR Bring in a speaker(s) prior to assigning the project__________________________________________________________________________________Unit 1 will ALWAYS be the Foundational Standards.The content for unit one will most likely be blank because Foundational Standards are taught THROUGHOUT the other units and across the comprehensive course.All other units:Will list the content standards directly associated with the topic.Will break down all activities/content student should be able to know/understand/do in order to master the content standardWill provide potential essential questions associated with the contentWill provide potential projects designed to prove mastery of the entire unitTHESE COULD BE ADAPTED TO INCLUDE SOME OF THE CORE CONTENT LISTED IN THE MAP OF STUDENT LEARNING TO MAKE ANCHOR ASSIGNMENTS



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Change: The changes here include how each of these three QPIs will be evaluated.  The CTE Director will be evaluating these standards through direct observation of the lesson plans and teacher instruction.  ALSDE will do random audits through the TAPE process.Again, It is felt that observation of the integration of core content is a more thorough evaluation tool, and this cannot easily be accomplished by ALSDE staff during the onsite portion of the TAPE process, especially if technical assistance is also to be accomplished.	Science, concepts and vocabulary, were added to the embedded core content in 2.1D.  The next slide will explain, in detail, why this addition was made.Lesson plans showing where math, math vocabulary, reading, writing, science AND science vocabulary are taught as part of a lesson.  ( just one sample for each is sufficient)This shows where you are including the content as part of your lessons.  It is not the same as the anchor assignment.  That shows how the student USES the content you taught in the lesson plans.For example, teaching dosages and calculations and using algebraic functions.The CTE Director will look at the lesson plans and observe the corresponding instruction.We described the importance of the core content to our students on slide 19.  We made changes to it is reviewed because it was felt that direct observation in conjunction with the associated plan would be the best assessment.  The CTE Director is in the best position to provide this assessment.  If the teacher or the CTE D feels technical assistance is needed, the specialists may be contacted at any time for assistance.This also encourages technical assistance in the years between TAPE visits.



State Determined Levels of Performance SDLP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a state, we are expected to meet a certain level of performance.Of the goal that is set, we must attain at least 90% of that targeted goal.For reading/language/arts we met the minimum goal… but only by 0.35%	In math we are doing much better, AND it is easier to pull this out of our CTE content.  We need to keep emphasizing this as much as possible.	We exceeded our goal here by 12.3%, but every percentage point above this helps our kids succeed.Now…here is why we added science to the QPIs.  We are NOT meeting the science goals across the state.  ALL teachers must pull together to help our kids in this area.	our goal is 51%, 45.9% would be acceptable.  But we scored 26.66%  That is 19.24% below the lowest acceptable target.	Our kids need our help.This core content is included in MANY of our CTE skills and concepts.  We are situated in a great place to help our students grasp the concepts.	We are able to make them see where this content actually APPLIES to the real world.	We can make it come alive!  We can make it matter!It is up to us to help them see where it is in our content.We do that through those anchor assignments, helping them see where the embedded core content is present.  By using the core content vocabulary in our own instruction.We all have to pull together for the good of our students.We are NOT asking you to be core content teachers.  We are asking you to be CTE teachers who are able to show the students how it all comes together.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Change: Only two changes in these two QPIsThe letter E and F were changed to accommodate adding the science QPI 2.1.D  (Everything had to move down one letter)ANDThe ASE Accredited Programs upload area moved to 2.1.F because the CTE Director is now evaluating 2.1.B



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are four changes in these two QPIs: The letters G and H were changed to accommodate adding the science QPI 2.1.D  (Everything had to move down one letter)ANDPersonal Protective Equipment appropriate to program area will now be checked as part of the onsite reviewANDThe CRI pass rate requirements increased from 60% to 83% to match to current state proficiency requirement*It is still based only upon those students who actually take the examANDVerbiage was added to make the teachers aware that the CTE Director was responsible for the SPP application report.There had been some confusion on where this report was found



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Changes:There are only two real changes in section 3The word “committee” was added to clarify that the minutes should contain the COMMITTEE’S recommendations.Other recommendations may be taken into account, but the purpose of the committee is to get the committee’s recommendationsThe second change is technically a single change, but it is in several of this section’s QPIs.EVERYWHERE ASE evidence is allowed, the QPI location was changed from 2.1B to 2.1F, to accommodate the change in how 2.1B is now evaluated.Everything else remains the same in this section.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The ASE evidence location change is the only change to this sectionIt was changed from 2.1B to 2.1F to accommodate the change in how 2.1B is now evaluated



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This section has a few minor changes



ALL
Programs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Changes:In the second bullet, wording was changed to “evidence of at least one” FT instead of verbiage indicating it could be in the planning stages.	just as a reminder, for this bullet these Fieldtrips:Should be experiences where students are able to observe the workforce at workIt’s not just any type of fieldtrip.  This fieldtrip is specifically under the WBL section.In the fourth bullet, there is a wording change to clarify that the bulleted items are examples.  There had been some confusion that everyone of the items was required and that is not the case3. For the last bullet, the ASE evidence QPI location was changed from 2.1B to 2.1F to accommodate the change in how 2.1B is now evaluatedNow, This is NOT a change, just a reminder:  ALL programs, with the exception of Co-Op, are responsible for the items under 5.1



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No changes to this section



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any questions at this point?If you have any questions related to the changes and updates for the coming year, please feel free to contact me at the email on the screen.Or contact your program area specialist.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use these QR codes to access the TAPE and POI Schoology groups.  (STEM, LPS, and AG are located on Schoology)  BMA, Finance, Marketing, and WBL may be found on the Alabama Achieves website.For the Schoology group, You will need the access codes as well.It does not require any type of approval process if you have the access code.The POI writers for those found in the Schoology group did not feel the public needed access to the POIs.  There are answer keys and progressive activities located inside some of the POIs.

https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/6018657959
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials
https://alsde.schoology.com/group/5993276667/materials#/group/5993276667/materials


ALSDE Website:  

CTE Landing Page

https://www.alabamaachieves.org/care
er-and-technical-education/

23-24 Open Office Hours

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/7136
4969436?pwd=MPZhN7H3Kzm8Z
K9KQ6a0aazEKALtU5.1

Dana Stringer’s 
Contacts

https://poplme.co/rrLXptSu/share

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you would like any of the following links, please use these QR codes to access them:ALSDE website:  The CTE Landing PageThe link to the 23-24 TAPE Open Office time  (it will only open on Mondays between 1 and 1:30pm)Contact information for Dana Stringer  (ALSDE specialist for TAPE information, questions, and resources)

https://www.alabamaachieves.org/career-and-technical-education/
https://www.alabamaachieves.org/career-and-technical-education/
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/71364969436?pwd=MPZhN7H3Kzm8ZK9KQ6a0aazEKALtU5.1
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/71364969436?pwd=MPZhN7H3Kzm8ZK9KQ6a0aazEKALtU5.1
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/71364969436?pwd=MPZhN7H3Kzm8ZK9KQ6a0aazEKALtU5.1
https://poplme.co/rrLXptSu/share
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